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(57) ABSTRACT 

Systems, methods, and computer products for information 
sharing using personalized index caching. Exemplary 
embodiments include a method including receiving a search 
query history from a node X in a node A, extracting charac 
teristics of an index of the node A, searching the extracted 
characteristics, Which include a ?le ID that is included in the 
index of the node A, adding metadata information to the index 
of the node A, in response to a determination that the node A 
includes at least one additional local metaindex, searching the 
at least one additional metaindex With the search query his 
tory from the node X in the node A, and merging search 
results With the metaindex of the node A, Wherein the one 
additional metaindex merged to the metaindex of the node A 
includes an acquisition path, and sending the metaindex of the 
node A to the node X. 
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SYSTEMS, METHODS, AND COMPUTER 
PRODUCTS FOR INFORMATION SHARING 
USING PERSONALIZED INDEX CACHING 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a continuation of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 11/958,415, ?led Dec. 18, 2007, the 
disclosure of Which is incorporated by reference herein in its 
entirety. 

TRADEMARKS 

[0002] IBM® is a registered trademark of International 
Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y., U.S.A. 
Other names used herein may be registered trademarks, trade 
marks or product names of International Business Machines 
Corporation or other companies. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] 1. Field 
[0004] This invention relates to information sharing, and 
particularly to systems, methods, and computer products for 
information sharing using personaliZed index caching. 
[0005] 2. Description 
[0006] In information sharing scenarios betWeen multiple 
information nodes (hereafter, nodes) connected on a netWork, 
for a certain node to search for information on another node, 
various techniques such as peer-to-peer (P2P) or desktop 
search technologies through remote operation are employed. 
HoWever, in all techniques to date, it is assumed that all of the 
nodes involved at the time of searching are connected to the 
netWork (hereafter referred to as online). Accordingly, for 
nodes not connected to the netWork (hereafter called 
“of?ine”), it is impossible to perform searches, or it is only 
possible to search for the target (in a text search system, the 
target is the text) in What is resident in cache. 

SUMMARY 

[0007] Exemplary embodiments include a system for cre 
ating a metaindex from an index of a node A to Which meta 
data information is added, the system including a processor 
and a local disk operatively coupled to the processor, Wherein 
the processor is con?gured to perform in response to a deter 
mination that the metaindex of the node A is cached on the 
local disk, searching the metaindex of the node A, locating a 
?le for access, determining oWnership of the ?le to access 
information associated With the metaindex of the node A, 
obtaining permission to access the ?le, extracting character 
istics of an index of the node A, Wherein the characteristics 
include keyWords that re?ect an interest from the node A, 
receiving a search query history from a node X in the node A, 
searching the extracted index of the node A, Which include a 
?le ID, adding metadata to the index of the node A, in 
response to a determination that the node A includes at least 
one additional local metaindex, searching the at least one 
additional metaindex With the search query history from the 
node X in the node A, and merging search results With the 
metaindex of the node A, Wherein the one additional metain 
dex merged to the metaindex of the nodeA includes an acqui 
sition path, extracting a difference history of the search query 
history from the node X in the node A, selecting keyWords 
that are included in the difference history, calculating a rel 
evance ratio of keyWords that are not included in the differ 
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ence history With a selected keyWord, calculating a time value 
for each keyWord With the relevance ratio, in response to a 
determination that the keyWord Was sent a time greater than 
the time value, adding the keyWord to a relevance history, in 
response to a determination that there are no other keyWords 
included in the difference history, sending the difference his 
tory and the relevance history to the node A and sending the 
metaindex of the node A to the node X. 
[0008] System and computer program products corre 
sponding to the above-summarized methods are also 
described and claimed herein. 
[0009] Additional features and advantages are realiZed 
through the techniques of the present invention. Other 
embodiments and aspects of the invention are described in 
detail herein and are considered a part of the claimed inven 
tion. For a better understanding of the invention With advan 
tages and features, refer to the description and to the draW 
1ngs. 

TECHNICAL EFFECTS 

[0010] As a result of the summariZed invention, technically 
We have achieved a solution in Which a node, once connected 
to the netWork, connects directly to other nodes on the net 
Work and receives information in a suitable form. Thereafter, 
even if the node is o?lline, through exemplary methods 
described herein, it is able to search information held on other 
nodes Without signi?cation drop in search success. In exem 
plary embodiments, based on the supposition that “Each node 
maintains a search index”, a node can perform a ?le search of 
other nodes even When it is o?lline. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SEVERAL VIEWS OF 
THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] The subject matter Which is regarded as the inven 
tion is particularly pointed out and distinctly claimed in the 
claims at the conclusion of the speci?cation. The foregoing 
and other objects, features, and advantages of the invention 
are apparent from the folloWing detailed description taken in 
conjunction With the accompanying draWings in Which: 
[0012] FIG. 1 illustrates a How chart of a method for con 
structing a metaindex of a node A in accordance With exem 

plary embodiments; 
[0013] FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of an exemplary 
metaindex construction system; 
[0014] FIG. 3 illustrates an example of a partial index in 
accordance With exemplary embodiments; 
[0015] FIG. 4 illustrates a How chart of a method for search 
ing for information using a metaindex cached on a node X in 
accordance With exemplary embodiments; 
[0016] FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a relevance ratio and 
elapsed time for a keyWord “XML”; and 
[0017] FIG. 6 illustrates a How chart of a determination 
method of related history in accordance With exemplary 
embodiments. 
[0018] The detailed description explains the preferred 
embodiments of the invention, together With advantages and 
features, by Way of example With reference to the draWings. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0019] In exemplary embodiments, a node once connected 
to the netWork, connects directly to other nodes on the net 
Work and receives information in a suitable form. Thereafter, 
even if the node is o?lline, through exemplary methods 
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described herein, it is able to search information held on other 
nodes Without signi?cation drop in search success. In exem 
plary embodiments, based on the supposition that “Each node 
maintains a search index”, a node can perform a ?le search of 
other nodes even When it is o?lline. 

[0020] In exemplary embodiments, When a local copy of 
the index of another node is made during connection, its oWn 
search query history is used to personaliZe the index of the 
other node and the siZe of the index is reduced. By using its 
oWn search query history, the local copy of the index from the 
other node can be personaliZed Without signi?cantly reducing 
its accuracy (success rate). In exemplary embodiments, When 
updating the local copy of the remote node’s index, only 
search queries that haven’t previously been sent (difference 
history), and search queries containing keyWords related to 
those search queries (related history) are used from the local 
search query history. In exemplary embodiments, for the 
related history keyWords for a search query, by using the 
“degree of similarity of the difference history keyWords and 
search query history keywords” combined With “the number 
of days since the search query history keyWord Was last sent”, 
it is expected that keyWords resulting in the freshest informa 
tion can be effectively determined. In exemplary embodi 
ments, the personaliZed index, Which is derived from indexes 
of other nodes, is referred to as a “metaindex” in this innova 
tion. BeloW the structure of the metaindex and process by 
Which it is generated is shoWn. 
[0021] In exemplary embodiments, an index, as shoWn 
beloW, is a list of ?le IDs and attributes, and keyWord set. The 
metaindex is a part of the desktop search index (hereafter 
referred to as partial index) to Which metadata information 
has been attached. The folloWing is an example of the index: 
[0022] Index:{(FileID:l, ?le attributes, k1:“Web ser 
vice”, k2:“SOA”, . . . ), 

[0023] (FileID:2, ?le attributes, k1:“DB2”, k2:“search” . 

[0024] File attributes are the information about each ?le, 
such as: 

[0025] File attributes:{?le name, date reneWed, ?le siZe, 
summary} 
[0026] In exemplary embodiments, “summary” can be the 
?rst feW lines of content of a text ?le, or in the case of a binary 
?le, annotation such as keyWords describing the contents of 
the ?le. In addition, meta information attached to the index 
and can be in the form as folloWs: 

[0027] Meta information:{index oWner, oWner access 
method, each ?le’s access policy list, acquisition path of 
metaindex} 
[0028] In exemplary embodiments, to create a metaindex of 
node A for node X, parts containing keyWords that X has an 
interest in are extracted from A’s index. The list of search 
queries that X has used up to that point is saved as a search 
query history, and this search query history is used as a list of 
keyWords in Which X has interest. 
[0029] In exemplary embodiments, the search query his 
tory is a list of sets comprising the keyWords that the user has 
used previously in local searches along With the time that 
those keyWords Were sent to A (W, t). (“XML”, 2007/01/01) 
and (“Fixed assets”, 2007/04/01), for example. To improve 
the success rate of searches, synonyms for each keyWord and 
other keyWords from texts that are found on searching (using 
existing tf-idfWeighting etc.) can also be added to the list and 
recorded. The time for these added keyWords is set to the 
same time as the original keyWord time. 
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[0030] In exemplary embodiments, When searches are 
made on A’s index using X’s search query history, an OR 
search on the list of keyWords is usually performed, but 
depending on the objective, different methods may also be 
used. For example, in the case Where “greater Weight is placed 
on keyWords used recently”, the Weight of each document can 
be de?ned as Weight W(d):Zg(t_k) using the monotonic 
increase function g(t) (time t) (sum is, (W_k, t_k) of all key 
Words included in the document). 
[0031] As further described herein, the method for creating 
metaindex for node X (hereafter referred to as X) of node A 
(hereafter referred to as A) is noW described. FIG. 1 illustrates 
a How chart of a method 100 for constructing a metaindex of 
a node A in accordance With exemplary embodiments. At 
block 110, A receives the search query history from X. At 
block 120, A extracts characteristic portions from its oWn 
index (?ltering). Characteristic portions are those parts of the 
large index containing keyWords Which re?ect interest from 
A. Extraction of characteristic portions could employ meth 
ods such as keyWord extraction based on evaluation of fre 
quency of use, or extraction based on phrases of, for example, 
a particular noun, etc. In exemplary embodiments, this step 
can be omitted in cases Where the search engine already has 
functionality to perform this. 
[0032] At block 130, using the search query history from X, 
the ?ltered index from block 110 is searched. File data includ 
ing the ?le ID found on this search forms the partial index of 
A. At block 140, to the partial index of at block 130, the 
folloWing meta-information is added forming the metaindex 
of A: 

[0033] meta information:{index oWner, access method to 
oWner, access policy list for each ?le, acquisition path of 
metaindex} 
[0034] At block 150, if A has local metaindexes of nodes C, 
D etc., searches are also made on the metaindexes of C and D 
using the search query history of X and results are merged 
With the metaindex of A at block 160. In merging, the acqui 
sition path of the metaindex from the meta information can be 
updated. That is, if the metaindex of C is being merged to the 
metaindex of A, the acquisition path of index can be reWritten 
as “C cached on A”. At block 170, A sends the metaindex to 
X. 
[0035] By construction of a metaindex forA cached locally 
on X, even While o?line, X can search the metaindex of A and 
?les held onA canbe searched by X. Because of the enormous 
siZe of index A itself, it is not realistic to cache the index as is. 
But it is possible to create and cache a metaindex ofA tailored 
for X, Without signi?cantly loWering search hit rate and still 
reducing the siZe. Also in the case WhereA has metaindexes of 
other nodes, these other metaindexes can be merged With the 
A metaindex and supplied to X. It is therefore possible for X 
to search the combined information from another node C as 
information held on A. 

[0036] In updating the metaindex of A, When X sends the 
search query history on subsequent occasions, it doesn’t just 
send the search query history as is, it sends the search query 
history dated after the search query history Was sent previ 
ously (hereafter referred to as difference history), along With 
search query history already sent prior to the previous send 
that contain keyWords highly related to the difference history 
(hereafter referred to as related history). In exemplary 
embodiments, the folloWing principle is the basis of selection 
of the related history. For keyWords that are highly related to 
a certain keyWord in the difference history, even if the elapsed 
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period since it was last sent is short, it is sent again and new 
information is obtained. For keywords that are not related to 
a certain keyword in the difference history, even if the elapsed 
period since it was last sent is long, it is not sent again. 
[0037] Based on this principle the method whereby related 
history is determined is discussed with respect to FIG. 6 that 
illustrates a ?ow chart of a determination method 600 of 
related history in accordance with exemplary embodiments. 
In exemplary embodiment, the method 600 is performed 
locally on each node. At block 610, the difference of X’s 
search query history is extracted. For each keyword included 
in the difference history Kd, a search is performed for related 
keywords from the search query history. At block 620, key 
words are selected which are included in the difference his 
tory. At block 630, a relevance ratio x of keywords which are 
not included in the query history to the selected keyword, is 
calculated. For each keyword Ks which is not included in the 
difference history but included in the search query history, 
relevance ratio x, the degree of similarity between Kd and Ks, 
is calculated. x has a value between 0 and 1. At block 640, 
t:F(x) is calculated for each keyword using the relevance 
ratio x. In exemplary embodiments, using the monotonic 
decrease function for F(x), satis?ed by F(0):+OO, F(l):0, 
calculate the value T:F(x). Comparing the calculated value 
TIF (x) with the number of days elapsed since the keyword Ks 
was last sent Ts, Ks is included in the related history where 
T<Ts. At block 650, if the keyword was sent more than t days 
before then at block 660 the keyword is added to the relevance 
history, then at block 670 it is determined whether there are 
other keywords included in the difference history. If not, then 
at block 680 the difference history and the relevance history is 
sent to A. If it is determined that there are other keywords 
included in the difference history at block 670, then block 620 
and subsequent blocks are repeated. 
[0038] In exemplary embodiments, in the case where X 
desires to know information held on A, each node has an 
operating desktop search service and a ?le index is main 
tained. When X desires information held on A, a query can be 
sent to A’s search service and the result can be received by X, 
which is only effective if A and X are both connected to the 
network. For X to be able to search while it is offline, it would 
be possible if it stores a local copy of A’s index. However, 
desktop search indexes are typically extremely large (varying 
according to the number of documents, but in some cases as 
large as several GB). Therefore, rather than cache the index of 
A as is, a metaindex created from part of the index to which 
meta information is added according to the method 100 as 
shown in FIG. 1 is cached. FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram 
of an exemplary metaindex construction system 200. 
[0039] In exemplary embodiments, to create a metaindex of 
A for node X, portions containing keywords that X has inter 
est in are extracted from the index of A. For this, a list of 
search queries that X has made up to that point is saved as a 
search query history, and the search query history is used as a 
list of keywords that X has interest in. Next, construction of a 
metaindex using a concrete example is shown. 
[0040] Index of A includes the ?les held onA with a corre 
sponding collection of keywords they include. The data of 
this index can be shown as the matrix in FIG. 3 that illustrates 
an example of a partial index in accordance with exemplary 
embodiments. In the example, F1, F2 . . . are ?le IDs, and k1, 
k2 . . . are keywords included in these ?les. Also, this index is 
in the order of keywords included in the largest number of 
?les. 
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[0041] In the example of FIG. 3, keywords k1, k2, k3, k4, 
k5 are contained in a larger number of ?les than other key 
words, and within these keywords k3, k4 and k5 have been 
?ltered by, for example, part of speech information or fre 
quency threshold. On index data derived in this way, a search 
is made on keywords contained in the search query history 
sent from X. If k4 and k5 are included in the search query 
history, a search would return columns k4 and k5. In this way, 
columns that are found using the search query history are 
included in the partial index. To this partial index, meta infor 
mation is added and a metaindex of A is constructed for X. 
[0042] To this metaindex the following meta information is 
added. 
[0043] owner:A 
[0044] owner access methodqlserA@ibm.com 
[0045] access policy for each ?le list:{(l, private), (2, pub 
lic), (3, protected) . . . } 

[0046] metaindex acquisition path:A 
[0047] The list of access policies for each ?le consists of the 
?le ID and the access policy for that ?le. Details of access 
policy are further described herein. 
[0048] In cases where node A holds a metaindex of C, the 
metaindex of C can be merged. Meta information of the 
merged metaindex of C can be described as: 

[0049] owner:C 
[0050] access method to ownerqlserC@ibm.com 
[0051] access policy of each ?le list:{(l, public), (2, pri 
vate), (3, private) . . . } 

[0052] acquisition path of metaindex:A(C) 
[0053] The method of X performing searches for informa 
tion on A using a metaindex of A created in this manner is 
shown in FIG. 4 that illustrates a ?ow chart of a method 400 
for searching for information using a metaindex cached on a 
node X in accordance with exemplary embodiments. At block 
410, X checks whether a metaindex of A is cached locally or 
not. If it is cached, by performing a search on the local 
metaindex of A, even if it is offline, X can search ?les fromA 
at block 420.Also, if a metaindex of C is cached onA, because 
it is merged with the metaindex of A, at the same time as 
searching for information from A, information from other 
nodes can also be searched, even while of?ine. 
[0054] In cases where there is no metaindex cached locally, 
X sends a search query along with the search query history 
over the network to A at block 430. A performs a desktop 
search using the search query received and at the same time, 
creates a metaindex for X using the search query history and 
sends this along with the result of the desktop search to X. X 
caches the received metaindex of A and therefore the next 
time a search is made it canbe performed locally at block 440. 
[0055] X checks the result of a search on the cache or the 
result returned from a desktop search of A at block 450, if the 
necessary ?le is available, information about that ?le con 
tained in the meta information of the metaindex is referenced. 
From the referenced meta information, the ?le owner and 
access method to owner is examined at block 460. The access 
method to owner has information on how the owner can be 

accessed such as a mail address, and referencing the metain 
dex acquisition path, a request for the ?le is made to the owner 
at block 470. 
[0056] In exemplary embodiments, updating the cache of a 
metaindex of another node is performed in cases such as 
where a number of days has passed since the last time the 
metaindex was obtained, where the metaindex is not cached, 
or where a search on the cache was unable to obtain a result. 
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If a search on the metaindex Was unable to obtain a result, a 
search query is sent directly over the network and at the same 
time the search result is received, a neW metaindex is also 
received. 
[0057] In exemplary embodiments, if X is resending the 
search query history to A, X does not send the complete 
search query history that it has, but sends only the portions of 
the search query history that have never been sent to A (dif 
ference history) along With portions of the search query his 
tory that are highly related to keyWords contained in the 
difference history (related history). The time of the search 
query history for the difference history is blank. The related 
history is determined by consideration of the degree of rela 
tivity to keyWords included in the difference history and the 
period of elapsed time since the search query history Was last 
sent. 

[0058] As an example, supposing X has the folloWing 
search query history. 
[0059] (“XML”,), (“study”,), (“commuting costs”, 2007/ 
04/03), 
[0060] (“Java”, 2007/04/01), (“Web broWser”, 2007/03/ 
20), (“?xed assets”, 2007/02/ 18), 
[0061] At the current date and time of 2007/07/07, of the 
search query history that Will be sent from X, the difference 
history is only the tWo items (“XML”) and (“study”). These 
history items are Without a time, that is to say, they have never 
previously been sent to another node for the creation of a 
metadata. It therefore folloWs that these kinds of neW key 
Words should be included in search query history. 
[0062] Also, as for deciding the related history Which is 
related to the difference history, the relationship betWeen 
each keyWord from the difference history and the remaining 
keyWords can be expressed as in FIG. 5, Which shoWs the 
relationship betWeen the keyWord “XML” from the differ 
ence history and other keyWords. The degree of relativity With 
“XML” x is shoWn on the horizontal axis With values ranging 
from 0 to 1. Degree of relativity With a value 1 is de?ned as 
having the highest relativity and 0 is regarded as having no 
relativity at all. For example, the degree of resemblance of the 
document vector stored in the metaindex can be used. For 
methods of calculating the degree of resemblance, existing 
methods such as the inner product of the document vector can 
be used. The vertical axis shoWs the elapsed time for each 
keyWord since it Was used for the creation of metadata t. 
[0063] In determining the related history, based on the prin 
ciple “XML is a recently searched keyWord, thus interest at 
present is high. The neWest information is required for meta 
data searched on keyWords highly related to such keyWords.”, 
and for a certain keyWord the time period until it is resent as 
related history can be expressed as t:(1/f(x))—1. Here f is a 
monotonic increase function, and is satis?ed by f(0):0 
(strictly, limf(x)—>0(x—>+0)), f(1):1. The search query his 
tory is included in the related history if the number of days 
elapsed since the search query history is greater than t. For 
example, keyWords With a relevance ratio to XML of 1, are 
included in the related history irrespective of the time elapsed 
since the metadata Was created, and keyWords With a rel 
evance ratio of 0, not being of interest to current searching, are 
not normally included in the related history. In FIG. 5, 
(“Java”, 2007/04/01), (“Web broWser”, 2007/03/20), and 
(“?xed assets”, 2007/02/ 18) are included in the related his 
tory. 
[0064] In exemplary embodiments, difference history and 
related history of X determined in this manner is sent to A and 
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a neW metaindex is made. HoWever, it is possible to include 
?le information included in the metaindex previously sent to 
X in the neW metaindex. With regard to ?le information 
previously sent, only the ?le ID is included in the neW metain 
dex. After X receives the neW metaindex, it is merged With the 
locally cached metaindex for use. 
[0065] To facilitate the update of old metaindex cache 
items, the metaindex cache item can be destroyed. If the 
metaindex cache item cannot be found, local searching Would 
not be possible and a direct inquiry Would be made and a neW 
metaindex obtained. 
[0066] In order to facilitate the disposal of the metaindex 
items, X decides the date of validity of the metaindex cache 
and cache items are destroyed When they pass the validity 
date. Alternatively, the metaindex cache siZe upper limit 
could be decided, and When this siZe limit is exceeded, items 
are deleted in order of their age from oldest items. 
[0067] In exemplary embodiments, When caching a metain 
dex of another node, for the protection of privacy of the other 
node access control needs to be considered. For this reason, 
access policy for each ?le is included in the metaindex meta 
data. Access policy information is designated as one of the 
folloWing levels: 1. private (private); 2. unmergeable (pro 
tected); 3. unrestricted (public); 4. mergeable once only; 5. 
accessible to designated nodes only. In this Way access policy 
for each ?le can be determined. For example, restriction is 
possible such that, if a ?le’s access restriction Was set to 
“private”, that ?le’s information Would not be included at 
metaindex creation. Again, in the case of an “unmergeable” 
designation, a certain node With a cache of a metaindex of 
another node, can not merge that metaindex With its oWn to 
send to a third node. In this Way, in the event of creating a 
metaindex, by reference to the access policy, only ?les to 
Which access is alloWed are included in metaindex creation 
and privacy protection is possible. 
[0068] The capabilities of the present invention can be 
implemented in softWare, ?rmWare, hardWare or some com 
bination thereof. 
[0069] As one example, one or more aspects of the present 
invention can be included in an article of manufacture (e. g., 
one or more computer program products) having, for 
instance, computer usable media. The media has embodied 
therein, for instance, computer readable program code means 
for providing and facilitating the capabilities of the present 
invention. The article of manufacture can be included as a part 
of a computer system or sold separately. 
[0070] Additionally, at least one program storage device 
readable by a machine, tangibly embodying at least one pro 
gram of instructions executable by the machine to perform the 
capabilities of the present invention can be provided. 
[0071] The How diagrams depicted herein are just 
examples. There may be many variations to these diagrams or 
the steps (or operations) described therein Without departing 
from the spirit of the invention. For instance, the steps may be 
performed in a differing order, or steps may be added, deleted 
or modi?ed. All of these variations are considered a part of the 
claimed invention. 
[0072] While the preferred embodiment to the invention 
has been described, it Will be understood that those skilled in 
the art, both noW and in the future, may make various 
improvements and enhancements Which fall Within the scope 
of the claims Which folloW. These claims should be construed 
to maintain the proper protection for the invention ?rst 
described. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A system for creating a metaindex from an index of a 

node A to Which metadata information is added, the system 
comprising: 

a processor; and 
a local disk operatively coupled to the processor, 
Wherein the processor is con?gured to perform: 
in response to a determination that the metaindex of the 
nodeA is cached on the local disk, searching the metain 
dex of the node A; 

locating a ?le for access; 
determining oWnership of the ?le to access information 

associated With the metaindex of the node A; 
obtaining permission to access the ?le; 
extracting characteristics of an index of the node A, 

Wherein the characteristics include keywords that re?ect 
an interest from the node A; 

receiving a search query history from a node X in the node 
A; 

searching the extracted index of the node A, Which include 
a ?le ID; 

adding metadata to the index of the node A; 
in response to a determination that the node A includes at 

least one additional local metaindex, searching the at 
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least one additional metaindex With the search query 
history from the node X in the node A, and merging 
search results With the metaindex of the node A, Wherein 
the one additional metaindex merged to the metaindex of 
the node A includes an acquisition path; 

extracting a difference history of the search query history 
from the node X in the node A; 

selecting keyWords that are included in the difference his 
tory; 

calculating a relevance ratio of keyWords that are not 
included in the difference history With a selected key 
Word; 

calculating a time value for each keyWord With the rel 
evance ratio; 

in response to a determination that the keyWord Was sent a 
time greater than the time value, adding the keyWord to 
a relevance history; 

in response to a determination that there are no other key 
Words included in the difference history, sending the 
difference history and the relevance history to the node 
A; and 

sending the metaindex of the node A to the node X. 

* * * * * 


